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(a) FLORA AND FAUNA 
BUNNIES
An adorable duo, Flora and Fauna Bunnies are sure to 
make springtime wishes come true. Charmingly crafted, 
rabbits have flower wreath collars, pink and green eggs, 
and poseable ears to complement their sweet expressions. 
Measuring approximately 21" and 14" tall, set of 2 bunnies 
arrives packaged together in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap  
with ribbon.

#30032 | set of 2 bunnies | $248

 3800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

At Olive & Cocoa, we turn everyday moments into 

unforgettable celebrations. From spring birthdays to Easter 

gatherings, a gift from our collection of seasonal décor, 

vibrant florals, and tasty treats is sure to brighten their day.

Every gift is beautifully wrapped. Never an extra charge.

Spring
Wishes
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(a) LOTTIE
Springtime blooms in warm ivory, crisp white, antique green, blushing pink, and 
hints of fuchsia harmonize with a unique succulent rosette under a whimsical 
arch of decorative grass. Sweetly displayed in a hand crafted wood trough 
with a whitewashed finish, Lottie measures approximately 12" x 4" x 9" to top of 
arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, 
see order info page.

#15377 | $124

spring
fling

(a)

(a) BUNNY & CHICK ON A STROLL
Take a stroll down the bunny trail with this delightful pair! Happily 
walking his favorite chick in an egg stroller, this bunny is dressed in a 
dapper waistcoat with a bowtie for the occasion. Bunny & Chick On a 
Stroll measures approximately 11" long by 15" tall and arrives adorned 
with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#27453 | $94
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(b) SPECKLED EGG WREATH
Welcome guests with a wreath of delicate blossoms and bright speckled eggs. 
Crafted of the highest quality faux botanicals, our Speckled Egg Wreath is a 
bright and airy seasonal accent. Measuring approximately 20" in diameter, 
wreath arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#30362 | $98

(c) ATRIUM GARDEN SNOW GLOBE
Within a sunny greenhouse, glittery snow circulates around a busy bunny's 
garden of potted plants. Battery powered Atrium Garden Snow Globe measures 
approximately 7" x 3" x 11" and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#30037 | $154

(d) SIR BUNNINGTON
Respectfully at your service, stately Sir Bunnington is the picture of etiquette 
with his tireless ability to hold odds and ends while maintaining perfect posture. 
Marvelous as a catchall or soap dish, Sir Bunnington measures approximately 
14" x 6" x 6" and arrives gift wrapped together with foil wrapped milk chocolate 
eggs in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#15296 | $108

(e) FLORAL CROWN BUNNY
Carrying a lovely little basket of purple Easter eggs to complement her ribbon 
scarf, Floral Crown Bunny spreads whimsical joy wherever she visits. Crafted of 
natural fibers with lifelike detail, bunny measures approximately 10" long by 14" 
tall and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#30349 | $74

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)
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(a) SUCCULENT BUNNY
Finding a home in a lush garden or on a sunny patio, our little rabbit brings 
with him a charming character. Filled with exotic succulents, our Succulent 
Bunny is hardy and easy to care for and arrives fully planted and ready for 
display. Measuring approximately  6" x 5" x 6", Succulent Bunny requires 2nd day 
shipping.

#2969 | $50

(d) PASTEL SWEETS CRATE
As pretty as it is tempting, our Pastel Sweets Crate includes a collection of 
mouthwatering delights. Petite includes a pink bunny cookie, pink caramel 
popcorn, sprinkle coated chocolate pretzels, chocolate raspberry jelly sticks, 
white chocolate pretzels, and a cotton candy taffy stick. Medium adds a box of 
bunny hop cookies and Jordan almonds. Large adds foil wrapped chocolate 
eggs, a strawberry taffy stick, and extra pink caramel popcorn. All arrive gift 
wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#30470 | petite | $64

#30469 | medium | $88

#30403 | large (pictured) | $124

(b) GARDEN BASKET FLEUR
Send a one of a kind arrangement brimming with farm fresh florals! Expertly 
arranged in a weathered potager and topped with grass to resemble a carrying 
handle, Garden Basket Fleur measures approximately 7" square by 13" to top of 
arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, 
see order info page.

#30396 | $144

(c) BUNNY & CARROTS PRETZEL 
CRATE
Send sweet wishes with a delectable pairing of pretzels and chocolate. Medium 
includes 6 bunny decorated pretzels flooded with milk & white chocolate and  
6 crunchy chocolate pretzel rod "carrots." Large includes double the treats,  
and all arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#30352 | medium | $78

#30432 | large (pictured) | $128

(e) BUNNY HOP PARADE
It’s time to do the bunny hop! Four ceramic bunnies with furry collars each hold 
a unique glittering egg to get the Easter festivities started in style. Bunnies 
measure approximately 9" tall and the set of 4 arrives gift wrapped together in 
a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#30033 | set of 4 bunnies | $148

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)
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(f ) PEACH WOOD ROSETTE WREATH
Soft shades of peach and crème bloom on a field of green to celebrate the 
beauty of the season. Crafted of exquisitely arranged rosettes of shaved wood, 
wreath is a uniquely lovely display. Peach Wood Rosette Wreath measures 
approximately 17" in diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature  
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#27036 | $118

(a) GARDEN PARTY RABBIT PILLOW
Exclusive to us, our adorable pillow has a quartet of dressy bunnies awaiting 
a spring soirée. With wool embroidery on a cotton cover, Garden Party Rabbit 
Pillow has a solid pink reverse, measures approximately 16" x 24", and arrives 
adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#30308 | $128

(c) MAYBELLE GRANDE ESTATE MAT
A delightful cow with a crown of flowers greets guests in style. Oversized door 
mat is crafted of natural coconut coir, measures approximately 24" x 36", and 
arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. If natural 
shedding occurs, a simple shake will do.

#30322 | $78

(d) CALISTA
Send warmest wishes with an elegant gathering of hydrangeas, roses, and 
succulents presented in a deluxe dark stained wood trough. Calista measures 
approximately 19" x 4" x 7" to top of arrangement and requires next day 
shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, see order info page.

#30465 | $138

(e) SAGE & GILT LANTERN
Gorgeously crafted of metal with a rich green finish, our Sage & Gilt Lantern  
is perfect for use both indoors and out. Complete with a gold-tone handle, 
lantern measures approximately 8" in diameter by 12" tall and arrives packaged 
in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon. Save on a set of 2.

#30358 | 1 lantern | $84

#30359 | 2 lanterns | $148

fabulous florals

(b) PATTERNED GILT SUCCULENT 
BOWL
A fresh take on a timeless gift. In a potager crafted of hammered metal with 
a gold-tone finish, an array of emerald succulents is sure to delight. Potager 
measures approximately 7" in diameter by 7" tall and requires 2nd day shipping.

#17654 | $84

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e) (f )
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Sunny
always

(a) BLOOMING BUNNY PLANTER
Share the gift of witnessing a springtime bloom! Our unique Blooming Bunny 
Planter is filled with ready to bud florals, expertly planted in a 16" x 8" composite 
bunny potager. Requires 2nd day shipping.

#30394 | $174

(b) BRIGHT POSIES ESTATE MAT
Oversized impressionistic posies flourish on our natural coconut coir door mat. 
Measuring approximately 18" x 40", Bright Posies Estate Mat arrives adorned 
with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. If natural shedding occurs,  
a simple shake will do.

#29960 | $68

(c) DEXTER BUNNY PILLOW
Always dapper with his stylish specs, Dexter Bunny Pillow features wool 
embroidery on a cotton cover with a solid reverse. Measures approximately  
18" square and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#30035 | $88

(e) PENELOPE FLEUR
An uplifting gathering of yellow, crimson, and azure blossoms is beautifully 
arranged in a dark stained hand crafted wood box. Penelope Fleur measures 
approximately 7" x 7" x 11" to top of arrangement and requires next day 
shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, see order info page.

#30398 | $118

(d) SPRING SUNRISE WREATH
Vivacious violet, lush periwinkle, and rich orange mingle with verdant green 
to give our Spring Sunrise Wreath fresh allure. Crafted of the highest quality 
faux botanicals to stay gorgeous for seasons to come, wreath measures 
approximately 22" in diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature  
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#30320 | $124

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)
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(b) “OUR HOUSE” RUSTIC METAL ART
“Our House” Rustic Metal Art is a chic décor accent crafted of precisely cut metal 
with a rust colored finish. “Our House” Rustic Metal Art measures approximately 
15" x 23" and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#22846 | $144

(d) FARMHOUSE FLEUR
A perennial customer favorite! With a bundle of bright farm fresh blooms, 
everything becomes sunny. A bouquet of vivid golden, auburn, chartreuse, 
and rouge blooms accented with textural foliage and berries comes expertly 
arranged in a dark stained hand crafted wood box. Farmhouse Fleur measures 
approximately 7" x 7" x 9" to top of arrangement and requires next day shipping. 
Contains floral foam: CA residents, see order info page.

#4777 | $94

(c) SAVORY, SALTY & SWEET
Send a gift brimming with savory, salty and sweet goodies and give the whole 
crowd something to grin about. Petite includes pistachios, chocolate covered 
raisins, jumbo corn nuts, peanut brittle, milk chocolate pretzels, Swedish fish, 
and gourmet trail mix. Large also includes dried fruit medley, chocolate covered 
sandwich cookies, Bavarian pretzels, and caramel almond popcorn. Each size 
comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Also available in a 
signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas and burlap tote with ribbon.

#3564 | petite crate | $70

#3565 | large crate | $124

#22187 | petite tote | $70

#22188 | large tote | $124
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(e) FLOCK OF SHEEP SUCCULENT
The most lively way to let them know “ewe” care, our Flock of Sheep Succulent 
is vibrant and adorable. Expertly planted and ready to display, 5 cute sheep hold 
a bevy of succulents to brighten home or office. Measures approximately 12" 
wide by 6" tall and requires 2nd day shipping.

#27656 | $138

(a) BOHO FRINGED BULL
Artisan crafted exclusively for Olive & Cocoa®, Boho Fringed Bull blends 
sophistication and whimsy. Hand made of fringed fibers with contrasting 
black and white horns, bull head sculpture has a hanging bracket on the back, 
measures 17" wide by 19" tall by 14" deep, and arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#30309 | $298

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)
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(c) TASTES FOR EVERYONE 
Everyone is sure to find a favorite treat to devour! Tastes for Everyone includes 
tortilla chips, roasted salsa, white chocolate pretzels, mixed nuts, chocolate 
almond bark, and much more. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a signature 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon or a signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote 
with ribbon. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details.

#1230 | petite crate | $54

#1231 | medium crate | $98

#1232 | large crate | $158

#22154 | petite tote | $54

#22155 | medium tote | $98

#22156 | large tote | $158

(e) FARMHOUSE GOURMET PANTRY
Rustic gourmet delectables stock a refined pantry. The best of the best of our 
sweet and savory selections are packed in our Farmhouse Gourmet Pantry 
collection, including trail mix, savory cheese, black pepper crackers, salami 
bites, rocky road popcorn, and so much more. Each size arrives gift wrapped in 
a signature hand crafted wood crate with ribbon or a signature Olive & Cocoa® 
canvas tote with ribbon. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details. 

#27095 | petite crate | $88

#27094 | medium crate | $154

#1061 | large crate | $194

#27128 | petite tote | $88

#27129 | medium tote | $154

#22193 | large tote | $194

(a) TREATS FOR THE TEAM
The team will love sharing these perfectly portioned snacks! Thoughtfully 
hand curated to satisfy all, sweet, savory, and hearty treats have been scaled 
into petite, medium, and large gifts for nearly any team. Each size arrives gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon or a signature Olive & Cocoa® 
canvas tote with ribbon. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details.

#14510 | petite crate | $54

#14509 | medium crate | $94

#14508 | large crate | $140

#22179 | petite tote | $54

#22180 | medium tote | $94

#22181 | large tote | $140

(b) SNACKS TO SHARE
Brimming with ready to eat nibbles for everyone to enjoy, Snacks to Share 
includes white chocolate gummy bears, trail mix, rocky road popcorn, rustic 
crackers, hummus, and so much more! Each size arrives gift wrapped in a 
signature hand crafted wood crate with ribbon or a signature Olive & Cocoa® 
canvas tote with ribbon. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details.

#10094 | petite crate | $54

#10095 | medium crate | $98

#9946 | large crate | $144

#22190 | petite tote | $54

#22191 | medium tote | $98

#22192 | large tote | $144

(d) A PETITE THANK YOU
Send a little gratitude with a gift of good tastes. A collection of rustic crackers, 
farmhouse cheese, roasted nuts, rocky road popcorn and two gourmet cookies 
with “Merci” and “Grazie” icing details comes gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#8028 | $54
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)
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(a) ABIGAIL GARDEN
Paying tribute to Europe’s stunning estates, Abigail Garden features seven 
splendidly tiered rows of lush blossoms, citrus accents, and regal purple 
blooms. Nestled in moss and artfully arranged in a dark stained hand crafted 
wood crate, Abigail Garden measures approximately 10" x 10" x 7" to top 
of arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA 
residents, see order info page.

#10486 | $138

Bloom
in full

(b) WILD DAISY ESTATE MAT
Welcome guests with a gathering of wild daisies. Crafted of natural coconut 
coir, door mat is generously sized and features illustrated flowers to conjure 
springtime's freshness. Estate mat measures approximately 18" x 40" and 
arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. If natural 
shedding occurs, a simple shake will do.

#22262 | $74

“Invite 
seasonal cheer 

with gifts 
of pastoral 
charm.”

(a)
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(d) GILT BUNNY COCKTAIL TRAY
Featuring Hunt Slonem’s iconic bunnies in gold on a vibrant pink background, 
this designer cocktail tray is artful and chic. Crafted of wood and lacquer with 
brass handles, tray measures 15 ½" in diameter by 2" deep. Arrives adorned 
with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#30415 | $224

(c) HELENA PRESERVED WREATH
Our Helena Preserved Wreath is crafted of genuine dried flowers and botanicals 
to extend a warm welcome to visitors. Wreath measures approximately 19" in 
diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. 
Keep wreath from direct sunlight to preserve coloring.

#30318 | $114

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(a) MOD METAL RABBITS
Stylized craftsmanship and exaggerated features give our pair of rabbits a little 
extra pizzazz. Crafted of black metal with bronze-tone ears, Mod Metal Rabbits 
measure approximately 8" and 11" tall. Set of 2 rabbits arrives gift wrapped 
together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#22703 | set of 2 rabbits | $148

(d) BUNNY & CHICK PORTRAIT 
PILLOW
The dearest of pals, this bunny and chick are proud to pose for a portrait. Pillow 
is crafted of looped wool on a cotton cover with a solid cotton reverse. Pillow 
measures approximately 14" x 18" and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature 
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#27643 | $98

(e) LILY ROSE
Simply stunning and brimming with personality, Lily Rose combines shades of 
lightest pink and delicate crème, complemented by green leaves. Beautifully 
arranged, Lily Rose invites an uplifting aura to any space, measures 
approximately 7" x 7" x 11" to top of arrangement, and requires next day 
shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, see order info page.

#20041 | $88

(b) SOFT SKY CHUNKY KNIT THROW
Woven of the softest yarn in hues of blue, taupe, and cloud white, our Soft Sky 
Chunky Knit Throw adds a cozy touch of color. Measuring approximately 
52" x 70", throw arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#27636 | $138
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(c) TREE FROG SUCCULENT PLANTER
Enchanting tree frogs surround a garden of hardy succulents in a ceramic 
planter. Tree Frog Succulent Planter measures approximately 7" in diameter by 
9" tall and requires 2nd day shipping. 

#30325 | $108

(f ) FARMHOUSE SERPENTINE 
BOTTLE VASE
Showcase fresh spring florals in style with our Farmhouse Serpentine 
Bottle Vase. Crafted of metal with articulated links to elegantly display 
your own flowers, vase measures approximately 6" tall by 35" long fully 
extended. Arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#22474 | $114

(f )(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)
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(a) WHITE WASHED HARMONY FLEUR
Beauty blooms in an artfully white washed wood box. Lushly arranged with a 
striking succulent and sunny buds accenting a soft vintage inspired palette, 
White Washed Harmony Fleur measures approximately 7" x 7" x 10" to top of 
arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, 
see order info page.

#27673 | $124

(b) PAINTERLY FLORAL WOOL HAT
Artisan crafted of felted wool with unique golden flowers under the stiff 
upturned brim, our Painterly Floral Wool Hat brings the runway to everyday 
fashion. Women's one size fits most hat has an adjustable interior sweatband, 
measures approximately 16" at its widest point, and arrives adorned with a 
fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#30354 | $198

(c) FOREVER FLOWER NECKLACE
Share a gift of everlasting beauty with our Forever Flower Necklace. Genuine 
flowers are preserved in a 1 ½" resin pendant on an open link sterling silver 
chain with a spring ring closure. Necklace measures approximately 20" long 
and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#30464 | $268

(d) IVORY POLISHED LEATHER TOTE
Supremely supple genuine leather adds luxe sophistication in a classic shade 
of ivory. Fabric lined tote has a zip-top closure, 3 exterior pockets, and 3 interior 
pockets with credit card slots. Bag measures approximately 13" x 5" x 13" with 
an 11" drop and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#30386 | $298

(e) GARDEN BUNNY PAJAMAS
A wonderful warren of rabbits frolics through a garden of flowers on our 
vibrant pajamas. Woven of 100% cotton, pajamas have a long sleeve button 
front shirt and elastic drawstring waistband pants. Available in women’s 
sizes small, medium, large, and extra large, Garden Bunny Pajamas arrive gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#30410 | small | $198

#30411 | medium | $198

#30412 | large | $198

#30413 | extra large | $198

(f ) WONDERLAND GARDEN KIMONO
A striking addition to her loungewear, our Wonderland Garden Kimono is woven 
of the softest fibers with a silky sateen feel. Lined kimono has belt loops and a 
matching belt, pockets, and elegant side slits. Available in women’s sizes small, 
medium, and large, kimono arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#30374 | small | $198

#30375 | medium | $198

#30376 | large | $198

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

“Send bright 
sunny wishes 
in spring's 
loveliest 
hues.”

item in image smaller than actual size
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(d) MARBELLA LEATHER HANDBAG
Crafted of genuine leather, our gorgeous soft green handbag is an 
indispensable accessory. Marbella Leather Handbag features a zip-top closure, 
2 exterior pockets, interior organizing pockets, and a detachable, adjustable 
shoulder strap. Fabric lined bag measures approximately 14" x 6" x 12" and 
arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#27602 | $218

(a) OPHELIA
Luxuriant blooms in elegant violet, crème, and chartreuse hues enchant with 
fuchsia dappled accents. Beautifully displayed in a dark stained hand crafted 
wood trough, Ophelia measures approximately 8" x 5" x 9" to top of arrangement 
and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, see order 
info page.

#15379 | $124

(f ) LAVENDER DRAGONFLY SPA CRATE
Combining the transcendent aroma of blooming French flowers with a jade 
green motif, our Lavender Dragonfly Spa Crate is an utterly luxurious collection. 
Perfumed bath soap, soothing almond hand crème, relaxing tub tea, a fragrant 
candle, and a weighted lavender scented eye mask all arrive gift wrapped 
together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#17623 | $138
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enlarged to show detail

(b) DAINTY DRAGONFLY NECKLACE
A symbol of happiness and hope, our dainty ½" 14-karat gold dragonfly is dotted 
with a genuine diamond. Dragonfly hangs on a contrasting 18" sterling silver 
chain with a lobster clasp closure. Necklace arrives gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#30463 | $198

(c) PETIT FLEUR PORCELAIN 
DIFFUSER
Delicate and lovely, our Petit Fleur Porcelain Diffuser is a sensory piece 
of art. Imparting the fragrance of a buttercup bouquet, diffuser measures 
approximately 2" square by 4" tall and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift 
wrap with ribbon.

#30370 | $88

(e) SAGE BOHO SCARF
Woven in Italy of soft, textured bamboo in an alluring shade of soft sage green, 
our scarf has fringed edges to lend bohemian flair to her wardrobe. Scarf 
measures approximately 32" x 75" and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#30431 | $94

elegance for her
Chic gifts of style to uplift and inspire.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e) (f )
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(d) PARISIAN SLEEP SHIRT
Richly woven of invitingly soft organic cotton, our Parisian Sleep Shirt features 
illustrated cats, baskets, and flowers in a French market motif. Available in 
women's sizes small, medium, and large, button front night shirt arrives gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. 

#29979 | small | $168

#29980 | medium | $168

#29981 | large | $168

(a) RADIANT FLEUR TRIO
A stunningly fresh creation, our Radiant Fleur Trio delivers a set of three 
unique, vibrant floral arrangements right to their door. Artfully displayed in dark 
stained wood boxes, each arrangement measures approximately 5" square by 
9" to top of arrangement. Requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA 
residents, see order info page.

#30399 | set of 3 arrangements | $138

(b) GOLDEN HORIZON MARKET 
BOUQUET
Our Golden Horizon Market Bouquet is hand gathered and presented in market 
wrap to bring the best of the season right to their door. We hand select farm 
fresh stems to create a rich, golden hued bouquet. Available with an optional 
vase, bouquet requires next day shipping.

#30400 | bouquet (pictured) | $84

#30401 | bouquet with vase | $104

(c) ABSTRACT BUNNY CANVAS TOTE
Our wonderfully oversized canvas tote features abstract bunnies on a white 
background. Crafted of heavy duty canvas with an open top, an exterior pocket, 
and an interior drop pocket, unlined tote measures 20" x 8" x 18" with an  
11" drop and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#30416 | $138

enlarged to show detail

(e) “LOVED” CIRCLE NECKLACE
A tiny word can say it all. Hand engraved with the word “loved,” a petite gold 
plated charm measuring approximately ½" in diameter hangs from a delicate 
gold filled chain with spring ring closure. Necklace measures 18" in length and 
comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Also available in 
sterling silver at oliveandcocoa.com. 

#4905 | gold (pictured) | $128

#12347 | silver | $114

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

loving comforts
Share beauty and love to brighten her world.
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(c) LULU LAMB & BLANKIE
Cozy cuddling sends baby straight to sweet sleep. A fuzzy sheep snuggles 
next to baby to keep them company while a luxurious ivory colored reversible 
chamois blanket wraps them up tight. Sheep measures approximately 13" long, 
blanket measures 30" x 36", and both come gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#2015 | $94

(c)

Lambs
for little

(b) BABY COW KIDS’ CHAIR
The perfect place to be when the mood strikes, our Baby Cow Kids' Chair 
is designed especially for little ones. With a fuzzy, soft structure, chair is 
recommended for children 12–36 months. Chair measures approximately 
19" wide by 20" deep by 21" tall and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature 
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#27033 | $128
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(d) “THE LITTLE RABBIT” STORYBOOK 
& BUNNY
A charming story about a toy who comes to life, “The Little Rabbit” is sure 
to become their new favorite book. Paired with a whimsical plaid bunny that 
measures 10" long including ears, this adorable set arrives gift wrapped 
together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#30357 | $98

(e) PETER RABBIT BOOK & QUILT
The timeless charm of Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit is embodied in our heirloom 
quality set. Including “The Tale of Peter Rabbit” hardcover book and a soft, 
illustrated 44" x 46" quilt with fuzzy reverse, little ones are sure to adore this 
gift for years to come. Set arrives gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#30361 | $148

(a) NURSERY RHYMES & MUSICAL 
LAMB
A wondrous bit of nostalgia, a beautiful volume filled with gorgeous illustrations 
and nursery rhymes by famed children’s author Beatrix Potter is a classic to 
be passed down through the generations. Accompanied by a cuddly plush lamb 
that plays the tune of Brahms' lullaby, our Nursery Rhymes & Musical Lamb 
set is sure to create lasting memories. Lamb measures 9" tall and comes gift 
wrapped along with book in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#4891 | $88

(a)

(b)

(d) (e)

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) MUSICAL ELEPHANT & SWADDLE
With a gentle windup, our sweet musical elephant delights baby with a classic 
lullaby. Fuzzy, cuddly, and supremely soft, elephant features embroidered eyes 
and striped details and is paired with a coordinating grey and white striped 
cotton muslin swaddle. Elephant measures approximately 11" from trunk to tail, 
swaddle measures 47" square, and both arrive gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#15672 | $98

(d) DOTTED BUNNY & BLANKIE
Loveable and delightfully two-toned, Dotted Bunny is ready for cuddles. With 
polka dots and striped ears, bunny is accompanied by a matching blankie that’s 
warm and fuzzy. Blankie measures approximately 29" x 39", bunny measures 
approximately 13" long, and both arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#19899 | $98

800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com

Connect with us today!

OUR GUARANTEE: We unconditionally guarantee the 
presentation and quality of our gifts upon delivery. If a gift we've sent 
does not live up to these high standards, please contact us and we 
will re-send the gift with our compliments, or refund your purchase 
price, whichever you desire. Our cut flower arrangements are 
guaranteed to be fresh for 72 hours after delivery.

CUSTOMER SERVICE & ORDERING:

SHIPPING & HANDLING: Product prices do not include 
shipping & handling. For current rates and surcharges, please 
visit oliveandcocoa.com/shipping or call our customer experience 
specialists at 800.538.5404.

To better assist you, all calls to and from Olive & Cocoa® may be  
recorded for training purposes.

MAILING & EMAIL LISTS: We occasionally share portions of our 
mailing list with carefully selected companies. If you do not wish your 
mailing address to be shared, or do not wish to receive our catalogs 
or emails, please contact us by phone, email or mail. You may also 
click on the "unsubscribe" link on the bottom of any of email we send. 
Please see oliveandcocoa.com for complete Privacy Policy.

SUBSTITUTIONS: Because of the perishable and sometimes 
seasonal nature of many of our products, we reserve the right to 
make substitutions of items of equal or greater value as necessary  
to ensure timely delivery of your gifts. 

PAYMENT: We accept all major credit cards. When ordering, you 
authorize Olive & Cocoa® to charge your credit card. We do not  
accept credit cards through email or fax. We do not accept payment 
by personal check. Please see oliveandcocoa.com for complete 
Terms of Sale.

CA RESIDENTS: PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR ITEMS NOTED.

Phone: 800.538.5404 Fax: 801.433.5008
Email: customerservice@oliveandcocoa.com
Web: oliveandcocoa.com
Mail: 6345 W 300 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84104

WARNING: Cancer -
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

©2009-2024 Olive & Cocoa, LLC. OLIVE & COCOA is a registered trademark 
in the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, India, and the European 
Union. All rights reserved. Descriptive or typographical errors are subject to 
correction. We reserve the right to change items, prices, or policies at any 
time and without notice.

(b) CAPTAIN GOOSE & CHATEAU 
SWADDLE
Ideal for little adventurers, our darling Captain Goose & Chateau Swaddle set 
is sure to inspire. Snuggly Captain Goose measures 15" long and is weighted to 
sit upright. Organic cotton Chateau Swaddle features a lively palace scene and 
measures 36" square. Both arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#30509 | $158

(c) BOW BUNNY & BLANKIE
Send loving cuddles with our sweet-as-can-be Bow Bunny & Blankie. Absolutely 
adorable, Bow Bunny measures approximately 15" long and organic cotton 
blankie measures 47" square. Both arrive gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#30392 | $138

(a)

(b) (d)

“Sweetly 
bundled and 

ready for 
snuggles.”

(c)
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(e) SWEET BUNNY TREATS
A mouthwatering collection of chocolates and sweets, our Sweet Bunny Treats 
crate includes rocky road popcorn, sour strawberry belts, pink & white jelly 
beans, 4 mini bunny cookies, and a white chocolate marshmallow bar. Medium 
adds chocolate toffee dusted almonds and 2 pink daisy lollipops. Large adds 4 
chocolate covered sandwich cookies, foiled heart milk chocolates, fruit gummy 
discs, a bunny marshmallow pop, and cotton candy. All arrive gift wrapped 
together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#22477 | petite | $68

#22476 | medium | $84

#22475 | large (pictured) | $138
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(a) SAVANNAH METAL RABBITS
Gorgeously designed and artisan crafted of reclaimed metal, tall metal rabbits 
have intricately hand painted faces and outfits. Rabbits measure approximately 
30" tall and the set of 2 arrives adorned with fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® 
satin bows.

#27463 | set of 2 rabbits | $284

(c) CHOCOLATIER EASTER CRATE
Sophisticated with a touch of whimsy, our Chocolatier Easter Crate is 
delightfully indulgent. Medium includes a large chocolate cornflake Easter egg, 
milk chocolate bunny pops, large milk chocolate dunked pretzels, mini white 
chocolate drizzled pretzels, toffee pecan popcorn, and dark chocolate sandwich 
cookies. Large adds mini dark chocolate eggs, large dark chocolate dunked 
pretzels, a dark chocolate crispy rice bar, cocoa dusted almonds, and chocolate 
toffee dusted almonds. All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon. 

#30468 | medium | $108

#30467 | large (pictured) | $158

(b) WATERCOLOR BUNNY TRAY
Exclusive to Olive & Cocoa®, our unique serving tray depicts a sweet-as-can-be 
watercolor hare. Crafted of wood with handles in its lip, Watercolor Bunny Tray 
measures approximately 17" square and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature 
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#30405 | $164

(d) ARTISAN BUNNY & CRESCENT 
MOON
Artisan crafted of glittering papier-mâché, this stunningly unique keepsake has 
hand painted features and captivating personality. Artisan Bunny & Crescent 
Moon measures approximately 16" in diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. 

#29959 | $298

sweet springtime
Surprise them with fanciful seasonal gifts. 

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)
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(d) BRIGHT LUPIN TRIO
Playfully colorful in shades of pink, blue, and fuchsia, our Bright Lupin Trio 
sports fuzzy textures and matching ribbons to bring springtime fun to any 
space. Each bunny measures approximately 5" wide by 16" tall and the set of 3 
arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#22506 | set of 3 rabbits | $158
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(a) BRAXTON BUNNY & CHOCOLATES
Whimsical yet sophisticated, our Braxton Bunny display is unexpectedly 
charming. Crafted of a resin composite that resembles carved wood, rustic 
white washed bunny sculpture is paired with a full pound of egg shaped foiled 
chocolates. Bunny measures approximately 7" wide by 15" tall and arrives with 
chocolates adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#27457 | $174

(b) DRESS-UP BUNNY CHICKS
On their way to a fabulous Easter soirée, these chic chicks are dressed to 
impress. Wearing their favorite bunny ears, set of 3 chicks has ribbon bowties 
and captivating personality. Each chick measures approximately 6" tall and the 
set of 3 arrives gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#27458 | set of 3 chicks | $78

(c) PASTEL & BIRCH FLEUR
A lush gathering of pastel blooms is arranged in a rustic birch bark potager. 
Pastel & Birch Fleur measures approximately 7" in diameter by 7" to top of 
arrangement. Requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, 
see order info page.

#30653 | $84

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
“Celebrate 
Easter with 
whimsical 
flair.”
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(c) SPRING CHICKS CONFISERIE
Filled with delectable morsels, our Spring Chicks Confiserie is fun and refined. 
Medium includes white chocolate drizzled popcorn, a dark chocolate chicken, 
white chocolate pretzels, 2 sprinkle covered marshmallow eggs, coconut & 
lemon candies, and Easter candies. Large adds 2 chocolate covered sandwich 
cookies, 4 mini chick cookies, Jordan almonds, candy coated chocolates, and a 
small tub of meringues. All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#27542 | medium | $94

#22478 | large (pictured) | $148

(a) EASTER COOKIES
Decorated with adorable bunny, flower, egg, and carrot details, our deliciously 
thick and crispy sugar cookies are iced with decadent candy-like frosting. Eight 
oversized cookies come gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#6854 | crate of 8 cookies | $78
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(b) GATHERED WILDFLOWER 
MARKET BOUQUET
Our Gathered Wildflower Market Bouquet is hand arranged and presented in 
market wrap to bring the best of the season right to their door. We hand select 
farm fresh stems to create a rich, meadow inspired bouquet. Available with an 
optional vase, bouquet requires next day shipping.

#30471 | bouquet | $98

#30472 | bouquet with vase (pictured) | $118

(d) MIA GRACE
Textural, buttery yellow florals complement snowy blooms in a white-washed 
wood box to share uplifting seasonal elegance. Expertly arranged Mia Grace 
measures approximately 7" x 7" x 10" to top of arrangement and requires next 
day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, see order info page.

#30397 | $98

(e) THREE LITTLE CHICKS
With downy white feathers and inquisitive little eyes, this charming trio will add 
a unique touch of fresh spring whimsy to any décor. Nested together in a rustic 
wire crate measuring  9 ½" x 5" x 10 ½" to top of handle, Three Little Chicks set 
comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#2966 | 3 chicks in a wire crate | $64

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)
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(a) PEACH WOOD 
ROSETTE WREATH
Soft shades of peach and crème bloom on a field 
of green to celebrate the beauty of the season. 
Crafted of exquisitely arranged rosettes of shaved 
wood, wreath is a uniquely lovely display. Peach 
Wood Rosette Wreath measures approximately 
17" in diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#27036 | $118
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